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Powers in 1882. In July of that year a riot organised
by the ex-Regent, the King's reactionary father,
resulted in the burning of the Japanese Legation at
Seoul. Thereupon Li5 ordered to find some means of
averting a crisis, despatched one of his faithful
henchmen, Ma Chien-chung, to Korea with a con-
siderable naval and military force, Japan, though
anxious to assert her rights, was not yet ready for a
conclusive test of strength. Ma's diplomacy was all
conciliatory; it ended by the Chinese seizing the
person of the ex-Regent, who was transported as a
State prisoner to Paoting-fu, in Chihli. At the
same time Korea sent a mission of apology to Japan
and paid an indemnity,
The following extracts from a letter written by Li
Hung-chang on October 23rd, 1879, to Su Shan, an
official of the Court at Seoul (a letter not intended for
publication), throw valuable light on his policy in
dealing with Japan and the motives which inspired
it. They also serve to explain his real sentiments
towards the Japanese:
" You tell me of the relations of your Government
with Japan. The Japanese are of a proud and over-
bearing nature; extremely ambitious and wily,
they advance step by step, and I fully realise that
your task is an extremely difficult one in view of the
fact that your Government is compelled to grant their
demands according to circumstances. When I met
the Korean Envoy last year I had already read the
letter in which you told me repeatedly that thx
Japanese had asked you to convey an expression of
their desire to preserve good relations with us, and
the hope that we should set our minds at rest, as
they were perfectly frank and sincere*
" In my ignorance it seems to me that from olden

